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গৌরিকের কাজের ফলাফলের সাথে সরাসরি সম্পর্কিত কিছু বিষয়গুলির পরামর্শ করা সম্ভব।
What are author rights?
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Author rights: the rights of copyright
For original works of authorship Conferred at fixation upon tangible media (registration is not required) Limited by time and certain uses Inheritable, separable, assignable
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What are they? In the US...
The right to reproduce the work (to publish, make copies, reformat, etc.)
The right to create derivative works (to edit or to build upon an existing piece of scholarship)
The right to distribute the work (to publish, republish, give away, sell, etc.)
The right to perform the work publicly
The right to display the work
The right to broadcast the work
The right of attribution and integrity
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When the author assigns copyright
Alternative Licenses
Creative Commons
http://creativecommons.org
SPARC (Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition)
http://www.arl.org/sparc
Alternative Actions
http://createchange.org

Editorial and peer reviewer roles
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What is UMass Amherst Doing?
パラグアイの首都・アスワンからトゥネスまで、
数多くの文化に触れることができる。

この旅は、文化的な見聞を求める人々に
最適なマッチングです。
この文章は日本語です。
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What are author rights? Author rights: the rights of copyright.

Inheritable, separable, assignable.

When the author assigns copyright to you.

Resources for your use.
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